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Rescue Me (Montana Rescue Book #2) Susan May Warren 2017-01-31 When Deputy Sam Brooks commits to
something, nothing can sway him--not just on the job as liaison between the Mercy Falls sheriff's department and
PEAK Rescue, but in his private life. He's the one who stuck around to take care of his mother after his father's
accidental death. And he's the one--perhaps the only one--who believes Sierra Rose is the perfect girl for him. Safe,
practical, and organized, she's nothing like her hippie, impulsive, bleeding heart sister, Willow. Willow, however,
has been in love with Sam Brooks for as long as she can remember. But she wants her sister to have a happy ending.
Besides, Willow has other things to focus on--namely, nabbing the job as youth pastor for her small-town
church. Best thing for her to do is to purge Sam from her heart. Neither can predict the events that will bring them
together in a fight for their lives in the forbidding wilderness of Glacier National Park. Stranded, injured, and with
the winter weather closing in, Sam and Willow will have to work together to save a crew of terrified teenagers.
As they fight to survive, they might just discover a new hope for love.
The Way of the Brave (Global Search and Rescue Book #1) Susan May Warren 2020-01-07 Former pararescue
jumper Orion Starr is haunted by the memory of a rescue gone wrong. He may be living alone in Alaska now, but the
pain of his failure--and his injuries--has followed him there from Afghanistan. He has no desire to join Hamilton
Jones's elite rescue team, but he also can't shirk his duty when the call comes in to rescue three lost climbers on
Denali. Former CIA profiler and psychiatrist Jenny Calhoun's yearly extreme challenge with her best friends is her
only escape from the guilt that has sunk its claws into her. As a consultant during a top-secret mission to root
out the Taliban, she green-lighted an operation that ended in ambush and lives lost. When her cathartic climb on
Denali turns deadly, she'll be forced to trust her life and the lives of her friends to the most dangerous of heroes-the man she nearly killed. Her skills and his experience are exactly what's needed to prevent another tragedy--but in
order to truly set Orion free from his painful past, Jenny will have to reveal hers. They'll have to put their
wounds behind them to survive, but at what cost? Leap into action with this high-octane, breakneck new series
from bestselling author Susan May Warren.
A Matter of Trust Susan May Warren 2017-07-04 Champion backcountry snowboarder Gage Watson has left
the limelight behind after the death of one of his fans. After being sued for negligence and stripped of his
sponsorships, he's remade his life as a ski patrol in Montana's rugged mountains, as well as serving on the PEAK
Rescue team. But he can't seem to find his footing--or forget the woman he loved, who betrayed him. Senator and
former attorney Ella Blair spends much of her time in the limelight as the second-youngest senator in the country.
But she has a secret--one that cost Gage his career. More than anything, she wants to atone for her betrayal of
him in the courtroom and find a way to help him put his career back on track. When Ella's brother goes missing on
one of Glacier National Park's most dangerous peaks, Gage and his team are called in for the rescue. But Gage isn't
so sure he wants to help the woman who destroyed his life. More, when she insists on joining the search, he'll have
to keep her safe while finding her reckless brother, a recipe for disaster when a snowstorm hits the mountain. But
old sparks relight as they search for the missing snowboarder--and suddenly, they are faced with emotions neither
can deny. But when Ella's secret is revealed, can they learn to trust each other--even when disaster happens again?
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Knox Susan May Warren 2019-03 Can she outrun her past into the arms of a Montana rancher? Montana rancher,
Knox Marshall's, danger years are behind him. A former bull-rider, he now runs the Marshall family ranch, raising
champion bucking bulls for the National Professional Bullrider's Expo (NBR-X). But although he's successful and
wealthy, at 30, he can't help but wonder if his best years are behind him. His life is stable, expected and...boring.
Kelsey Jones just wants a safe life, a family, a home. Well, at least when she's off stage. Onstage, she's the
beautiful rising star of the country trio, the Yankee Belles. Onstage, she becomes the person she longs to be,
vivacious and confident, not the mess she knows she is inside, the result of a violent attack years earlier. But
certainly, the more success she has, the more she outruns her past, success that includes becoming NBR-X's next
country act. Knox and Kelsey's paths collide when an explosion at an NBR-X event traps them in the rubble. Now
victims of a random trauma, they have to figure out how to put their lives back together. For Kelsey, it awakens
her nightmares, and for Knox, it ignites in him an obsession to find the bomber. Problem is...someone is after Kelsey, and
when her past follows her into Knox's life, threatening his family and legacy, he'll have to choose between saving
the people he loves, or becoming the protector he's always longed to be. The exciting ignition of the Montana
Marshall series.
Troubled Waters Susan May Warren 2018-01-02 Billionaire Ian Shaw can have everything he wants--except a
happy ending. Or at least that's what it feels like with his fortune recently liquidated, his niece, Esme, still missing,
and the woman he loves refusing to speak to him. In fact, he doubts she would date him even if they were stranded on
a deserted island. Despite her love for Ian, Sierra Rose knows he has no room in his life for her as long as the
mystery of his missing niece goes unsolved. The only problem is, Sierra has solved it, but a promise to Esme to keep
her whereabouts secret has made it impossible to be around Ian. When the PEAK chopper is damaged and Sierra lacks
the funds to repair it, Ian offers a fundraising junket for large donors on his yacht in the Caribbean. But the threeday excursion turns into a nightmare when a rogue wave cripples the yacht and sends the passengers overboard.
Shaken up and soaked to the bone, Ian finally has a chance to test his theory when he and Sierra do indeed find
themselves washed up on a strange, empty shore. It will take guts and gumption for the PEAK team to rescue the
duo. But it will take a miracle to rescue Ian and Sierra's relationship.
In the Still of Night Deborah Raney 1997 After Anna Marquette is raped and brutally beaten she finds that she is
pregnant from the sexual assualt.
Wild Montana Skies (Montana Rescue Book #1) Susan May Warren 2016-10-18 Bestselling Author's New Series
Delivers Romance and Adventure as an SAR Team Searches for Others--and Finds Themselves Search and rescue
pilot Kacey Fairing is home on leave in Mercy Falls, Montana, twelve years after she joined the military to escape
the mistakes of her past. With a job waiting for her as the new lead pilot of Peak Rescue in Glacier National Park,
Kacey hopes to reconnect with the now-teenage daughter she sees only between deployments. What she doesn't
realize is that someone else is also back in town. Ben King has been building his country music career since the day
Kacey shut him out of her life. Now all of that's on hold when his injured father calls him home to help run Peak
Rescue until he's fully recovered. It doesn't take long, though, to discover his father's ulterior motives as Kacey
Fairing walks into the house and back into his heart. With Mercy Falls in a state of emergency due to flash floods,
Kacey and Ben are forced to work together to save lives. But when floodwaters turn personal, can they put aside
the past to save their future?
Cowboy Protector Margaret Daley 2014-05-01 Two years ago, Hannah Williams left the Witness Protection
Program––and she's been running ever since. To stay ahead of the mob, she changes her name and location
constantly. So when she takes a job caring for a Montana rancher's sick daughter, she expects to leave soon. But
little Misty Taylor tugs at Hannah's heartstrings––and so does her handsome father. Hannah knows Austin
Taylor suspects she's keeping secrets. But how can she tell him the truth without endangering the pair she's come
to love?
Sandpiper Cove Irene Hannon 2017-04-04 Hope Harbor police chief Lexie Graham has plenty on her plate raising her
son alone and dealing with a sudden rash of petty theft and vandalism in her coastal Oregon hometown. As a
result, she has zero time for extracurricular activities--including romance. Ex-con Adam Stone isn't looking for
love either--but how ironic is it that the first woman to catch his eye is a police chief? Yet wishing for things that
can never be is foolish. Nevertheless, when Lexie enlists Adam's help to keep a young man from falling into a life of
crime, sparks begin to fly. And as they work together, it soon becomes apparent that God may have a different--and
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better--future planned for them than either could imagine. Lauded by Library Journal as "a master at character
development," Irene Hannon welcomes readers back to this charming Oregon seaside village where hearts heal--and
love blooms.
Sunrise (Sky King Ranch Book #1) Susan May Warren 2022-01-04 Pilot Dodge Kingston has always been the heir
to Sky King Ranch. But after a terrible family fight, he left to become a pararescue jumper. A decade later, he's
headed home to the destiny that awaits him. That's not all that's waiting for Dodge. His childhood best friend and
former flame, Echo Yazzie, is a true Alaskan--a homesteader, dogsledder, and research guide for the DNR. Most of
all, she's living a life Dodge knows could get her killed. One of these days she's going to get lost in the woods
again, and his worst fear is that he won't be there to find her. When one of Echo's fellow researchers goes missing,
Echo sets out to find her, despite a blizzard, a rogue grizzly haunting the woods, and the biting cold. Plus, there's
more than just the regular dangers of the Alaskan forests stalking her . . . Will Dodge be able to find her in time?
And if he does, is there still room for him in her heart? Sunrise is the first explosive volume in a new nail-biting series
from USA Today bestselling author Susan May Warren.
Storm Front (Montana Rescue Book #5) Susan May Warren 2018-05-01 A tornado has destroyed a small
Minnesota community and among the missing are not only a group of students but PEAK Rescue team leader Chet
King. Ty Remington will stop at nothing to rescue his mentor, not even when the girl he loved--and lost--walks
back into his life. But Brette needs his help more than he knows, despite her stubborn determination to push him away.
And when he gets a second chance, loving her just might cost him more than he can imagine. A blogger for Vortex
Storm Chasers, Brette Arnold didn't expect her adventures to land her in the same place as Ty, the guy who she
walked--no, ran--from over a year ago. She had her reasons--good ones. The kind that tell her that falling for him
again would only lead to heartache. But Ty isn't the kind of man to give up--not on the missing students, or on her.
Life and love hang in the balance in Susan May Warren's breathless story of holding on to hope during a deadly
summer of storms.
The Heart of a Hero (Global Search and Rescue Book #2) Susan May Warren 2020-06-02 Jake Silver may not be
able to put the memories of his time as a sniper and Navy SEAL behind him, but at least he can put his skills to use
as a part of the Jones Inc. rescue team. Saving the life of pediatric heart surgeon Dr. Aria Sinclair on Denali helped
too. Now he can't get her out of his head, and when he hears she is in the path of a hurricane down in Key West he
can't help but jump on a plane to rescue her. Aria has dedicated her life to helping children born with defective
hearts. After all, she was one of those children. Now driven to succeed, she lives a lonely, stressful life. One she
would have lost on Denali if it hadn't been for Jake. Jake is exciting and handsome, but he's also dangerous, and she's
already lost one person she loves. She can't bear it again. It's not until she finds herself trapped in the middle of a
category 4 hurricane that she can admit she needs Jake desperately. With their very survival in the balance, can
they hope for a second chance at life . . . and love?
The Promise of Dawn (Under Northern Skies Book #1) Lauraine Snelling 2017-08-01 Beloved Author Lauraine
Snelling Launches New Immigrant Series When Signe, her husband, Rune, and their three boys arrive in Minnesota from
Norway to help a relative clear his land of lumber, they dream of owning their own farm and building a life in the
New World. But Uncle Einar and Aunt Gird are hard, demanding people, and Signe and her family soon find themselves
worked nearly to the bone in order to repay the cost of their voyage. At this rate, they will never have land or a
life of their own. Signe tries to trust God but struggles with anger and bitterness. She has left behind the only life
she knew, and while it wasn't an easy life, it wasn't as hard as what she now faces. When a new addition to the
family arrives, Signe begins to see how God has been watching over them throughout their ordeal. But after all
that has happened, can she still believe in the promise of a bright future?

A Matter of Trust (Montana Rescue Book #3) Susan May Warren 2017-07-04 Champion backcountry
snowboarder Gage Watson has left the limelight behind after the death of one of his fans. After being sued for
negligence and stripped of his sponsorships, he's remade his life as a ski patrol in Montana's rugged mountains, as
well as serving on the PEAK Rescue team. But he can't seem to find his footing--or forget the woman he loved, who
betrayed him. Senator and former attorney Ella Blair spends much of her time in the limelight as the secondyoungest senator in the country. But she has a secret--one that cost Gage his career. More than anything, she
wants to atone for her betrayal of him in the courtroom and find a way to help him put his career back on track.
When Ella's brother goes missing on one of Glacier National Park's most dangerous peaks, Gage and his team are
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called in for the rescue. But Gage isn't so sure he wants to help the woman who destroyed his life. More, when she
insists on joining the search, he'll have to keep her safe while finding her reckless brother, a recipe for disaster when
a snowstorm hits the mountain. But old sparks relight as they search for the missing snowboarder--and suddenly,
they are faced with emotions neither can deny. But when Ella's secret is revealed, can they learn to trust each
other--even when disaster happens again?

Kindred Bond Deborah Raney 2000 For Claire Anderson, her position as a teacher in Hanover Falls is the realization
of a long-held dream. In this loving community she attempts to cast aside the memories of her troubled childhood in
the day-to-day interaction with the young lives entrusted to her care. Michael Meredith finds worth as a nursing
home administrator until an unwelcome investigation concerning suspicious deaths among the residents threatens
his career. In the midst of this crisis, the linking of Claire's and Michael's lives creates a unique friendship that
blossoms into a shared understanding neither has known before. Both are empowered by the understanding and
support they experience with each other until an agonizing secret is revealed that may tear the delicate fabric of
their love. Is their faith strong enough to survive this astonishing discovery?
A Woman Called Sage DiAnn Mills 2010 After losing everything she loved, Sage Morrow is now a Colorado
bounty hunter determined to track down and bring killers to justice, but when Sage works with Marshal Parker
Timmons to rescue two kidnapped boys, she may be in for more than she bargained for. Original.
Wait for Me (Montana Rescue Book #6) Susan May Warren 2018-11-06 Pete Brooks can't believe he's waited an
entire year for Jess Tagg to return to Montana, only to have her break his heart by getting engaged to her exfianc . Worse, a series of mistakes on the job have cost lives, and Pete isn't sure he wants to continue to work in
Search and Rescue. Maybe if he can just get over Jess, he can figure out how to move forward. EMT Jess Tagg has
returned to Montana to finally give her heart to Pete, but it seems he's no longer interested. When a terrible fight
between them sparks an impulsive decision, she finds herself crashed on the side of a highway along with Esme Shaw.
And just when she thinks things couldn't get any worse, she and Esme are taken captive and into the untamed
Montana wilderness--with murderous intent. Now Pete and the other PEAK Rescue Team members are in a race
against time, the elements, and the actions of a vengeful man. Pete will have to use everything he's learned to find
Jess and Esme--and pray that his past mistakes don't cost him the life of the woman he can't stop loving.
A Cowboy's Touch Denise Hunter 2011-03-27 Abigail is just in Moose Creek, Montana for the summer to
temporarily care for her great aunt. But a tender-hearted cowboy beckons her to stay. Abigail Jones intends to
spend just one summer in middle-of-nowhere Montana with her Aunt Lucy. Time away from her job is just what
Abigail needs to reassess her life. The slow pace has her breathing deeply for the first time in years. And the majestic
scenery encourages her to get reacquainted with herself . . . and God. What she didn't count on was the handsome
widowed cowboy who owns the ranch where her aunt lives. When the rancher loses his daughter's nanny, Abigail
decides to lend a hand for the summer. Wade Ryan can't help being attracted to Abigail. But he's given up everything
to protect his daughter, and he's not about to risk it all on a pretty face. Under Abigail's care, Wade's home and
daughter thrive. And with Wade's touch, Abigail's heart feels at home at last. But Abigail knows this elusive
rancher is hiding something. Will her own secrets separate her from the cowboy who finally captured her heart?
The Book Thief Markus Zusak 2007-12-18 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100
BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to feed the soul even
in the darkest of times. When Death has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is
holding its breath. Death has never been busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a foster girl living
outside of Munich, who scratches out a meager existence for herself by stealing when she encounters something she
can’t resist–books. With the help of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to read and shares her stolen
books with her neighbors during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man hidden in her basement. In superbly
crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has
given us one of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of book that can be life-changing.” —The New York
Times “Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T
MISS BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.

Mail-order Husband DiAnn Mills 2002
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The Challenge Danielle Steel 2022-08-16 In this thrilling novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Danielle Steel, a small community is tested when their children go missing while exploring a dangerous local peak,
forcing them to band together during the crisis. Fishtail, Montana, is home to Anne and Pitt Pollock, local
royalty, high school sweethearts, and owners of the successful Pollock ranch. The sprawling foothills of the
Beartooth Mountains surround the town, overlooking the Pollocks’ property and the nearby ranch belonging to
Bill and Pattie Brown. The two couples have known each other since childhood. Their sons Peter Pollock and Matt
Brown are also the best of friends. When they and two other local kids meet Juliet Marshall, new to town after
her parents’ bitter divorce, the five of them are soon inseparable, spending their summer days swimming, horseback
riding, hiking, and fishing. But one August afternoon, their latest adventure takes a dangerous turn—and quickly
escalates into a battle for survival—when they find themselves trapped on Granite Peak. Fear reverberates
through the town as their parents grow ever more desperate to hear word that their children have been found. They
must place their own trials aside amid a massive search-and-rescue operation. As they come to lean on one another
for support, a media frenzy ensues, heightening tensions and testing some already fragile relationships. In the
aftermath of this one fateful event, devastating secrets are revealed, new love appears on the horizon, and
families are forced to reconsider what they once held dear. In The Challenge, Danielle Steel deftly weaves a story
that is a portrait of courage and a striking tale of the bonds of love and family.

Somewhere, My Love Susan May Warren 2015-05-25 Somewhere, My Love.We'd all like to believe that there is
someone out there, waiting for us. The perfect one, who is exactly the right fit. But sometimes the wait - and the
fear of launching out to find that special someone keep us from leaping out in faith. From saying hello, accepting
that cup of coffee, saying yes to a romantic walk on the beach. Sometimes it just takes a providential moment to
change everything. RITA and Christy award-winning, best-selling novelist, Susan May Warren brings you three
delightful novellas of surprising stories of chance encounters that prove that yes, somewhere, love is waiting.
Keya Das's Second Act Sopan Deb 2022-07-05 A poignant, heartwarming, and charmingly funny debut novel about
how a discovered box in the attic leads one Bengali American family down a path toward understanding the
importance of family, even when splintered. Shantanu Das is living in the shadows of his past. In his fifties, he finds
himself isolated from his traditional Bengali community after a devastating divorce from his wife, Chaitali; he
hasn’t spoken to his eldest daughter Mitali in months; and most painfully, he lives each day with the regret that he
didn’t accept his teenaged daughter Keya after she came out as gay. As the anniversary of Keya’s death approaches,
Shantanu wakes up one morning utterly alone in his suburban New Jersey home and realizes it’s finally time to move
on. This is when Shantanu discovers a tucked-away box in the attic that could change everything. He calls Mitali
and pleads with her to come home. She does so out of pity, not realizing that her life is about to shift. Inside the
box is an unfinished manuscript that Keya and her girlfriend were writing. It’s a surprising discovery that brings
Keya to life briefly. But Neesh Desai, a new love interest for Mitali with regrets of his own, comes up with a wild
idea, one that would give Keya more permanence: what if they are to stage the play? It could be an homage to
Keya’s memory, and a way to make amends. But first, the Dases need to convince Pamela Moore, Keya’s girlfriend, to
give her blessing. And they have to overcome ghosts from the past they haven’t met yet. A story of redemption and
righting the wrongs of the past, Keya Das’s Second Act is a warmly drawn homage to family, creativity, and
second chances. Set in the vibrant world of Bengalis in the New Jersey suburbs, this debut novel is both poignant
and, at times, a surprising hilarious testament to the unexpected ways we build family and find love, old and new.
A Wrinkle in Time Madeleine L'Engle 2019-07-18 A Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery Medal. It was
a dark and stormy night—Meg Murry, her small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother had come down to the
kitchen for a midnight snack when they were upset by the arrival of a most disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are my
glory," the unearthly stranger told them. "I just got caught in a downdraft and blown off course. Let me sit
down for a moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of ways, by the way, there is such a thing as a tesseract."
A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't know) is a wrinkle in time. To tell more would rob the reader of the
enjoyment of Miss L'Engle's unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner of the Newbery Medal in 1963, is the story of
the adventures in space and time of Meg, Charles Wallace, and Calvin O'Keefe (athlete, student, and one of the
most popular boys in high school). They are in search of Meg's father, a scientist who disappeared while engaged in
secret work for the government on the tesseract problem.
Duchess Susan May Warren 2017-10-17 Maybe she didn't want to be famous. She just wanted to be happy. Book
Three in the Daughters of Fortune series by acclaimed, RITA award-winning, USA Today best-selling author Susan
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May Warren The Golden Age of Hollywood is in the business of creating stars. Rosie Worth, now starlet Roxy
Price, has found everything she's wanted in the glamour of the silver screen. With adoring fans and a studio-mogul
husband, she's finally silenced the heartache of the past. Her future shines bright--until the fated Black Friday when
it all comes crashing down. When Roxy loses everything, she finds herself disgraced and penniless. Her only hope is
to join forces with Belgian duke Rolfe Van Horne, a longtime film investor. But Rolfe is not who he seems, and he has
other plans for Roxy and her movies--plans to support a growing unrest in Europe, plans that could break her
heart and endanger her life. When her country needs her, will she have the courage to surrender her glittering world
and her one true love?
Oh, the Weather Outside Is Frightful (Extended Edition!) Susan May Warren 2016-11-19 She kept him alive in his
darkest hour... CJ St. John never dreamed his epic summer as a smokejumper would end with a harrowing plane crashone that crushed his pelvis and rendered him nearly an invalid.He wouldn't have made it through the dark night of
pain and danger without brave fellow smokejumper Hannah Butcher.In fact, if he were to admit it, he probably fell in
love with her that night. He gave her the courage to reach for her dreams... Hannah Butcher had dreamed of being a
smokejumper for years-but dreaming and doing are vastly different. During rookie camp, she would have given up if it
hadn't been for CJ St. John urging her on. She probably fell in love with him then-but especially when he held her hand
and kept her calm during their terrifying survival. A winter storm awakens their memories-and fears... When Hannah
discovers that CJ plans on skipping out on their mutual friends' wedding, she knows he's been lying to her about his
recovery-and determines to give him the same stubborn encouragement he's given her by forcing him to attend.But
when a blizzard detours them, and worse, they're run off the road, they'll have to face their darkest fears to
survive. A Christmas story about the miracles that happen when the weather outside becomes frightful. Note: If
you picked up this title in the Candy Cane Kisses Christmas Anthology, this is an extended version! Discover how CJ
and Hannah fell in love...and continue their story after the storm is over!"
Ruby Jane Susan May Warren 2019-11-26 She loved...and lost.Ruby Jane never thought she'd meet the man of her
dreams while running from the police in Russia. That he'd steal her heart on a train to Siberia. But loving a former
CIA officer comes with a price...a life of danger. A life of high stakes.A life where he simply disappears...He has no
memory of the man he was.Mack Jones has no memory of his past...just the dark sense that he is hiding. And, he wants
to stay that way. Mack likes the life he's built in a small tourist town, tucked away beyond the mountains, and
has no desire to dig around in the gray areas of his memory.When his place of business catches fire and Mack rescues
the owner, he makes the news, which of course alerts the past he's hoping to outrun.The only person who can help
him is a mysterious woman he doesn't remember.But a woman he desperately needs.The surprising, thrilling conclusion
to the Montana Marshall series.
Wild Montana Skies Susan May Warren 2016-10-18 Bestselling Author's New Series Delivers Romance and
Adventure as an SAR Team Searches for Others--and Finds Themselves Search and rescue pilot Kacey Fairing is
home on leave in Mercy Falls, Montana, twelve years after she joined the military to escape the mistakes of her
past. With a job waiting for her as the new lead pilot of Peak Rescue in Glacier National Park, Kacey hopes to
reconnect with the now-teenage daughter she sees only between deployments. What she doesn't realize is that
someone else is also back in town. Ben King has been building his country music career since the day Kacey shut him
out of her life. Now all of that's on hold when his injured father calls him home to help run Peak Rescue until he's
fully recovered. It doesn't take long, though, to discover his father's ulterior motives as Kacey Fairing walks
into the house and back into his heart. With Mercy Falls in a state of emergency due to flash floods, Kacey and Ben
are forced to work together to save lives. But when floodwaters turn personal, can they put aside the past to
save their future?
The Sweet Smell of Magnolias and Memories Celeste Fletcher McHale 2017-05-23 A Southern novel full of
friendships and finding love. “There’s no time,” Colin said. “You have to go. Find me, call me . . .” Jacey and Colin
shared the three most intense days of their lives together, waiting for help as Mississippi floodwaters surrounded
them. Jacey knew Colin was the love of her life—until her rescue boat went under water, along with Colin’s last
name and pieces of Jacey’s memory. The last thing she remembered was being submerged in water. Again. As Jacey walks
down the aisle as the maid of honor in her friend’s wedding a year later, the last person she expects to see is Colin.
The biggest surprise, though, is that the man of her dreams is not wearing jeans and flip-flops as he did when he held
her through those long nights of the flood. He’s the preacher. As Jacey’s memories come flooding back, it’s almost
more than she can take. The fate of the young family trapped with them haunts her. The unwavering honesty—and
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support—of her best friend Georgia forces her to take a fresh look at herself. She’s spent her life afraid of love.
But a flood is opening Jacey’s heart in the most unexpected ways.
True to You (A Bradford Sisters Romance Book #1) Becky Wade 2017-05-02 Winner of the 2018 Christy
Award Book of the Year After a devastating heartbreak three years ago, genealogist and historical village
owner Nora Bradford has decided that burying her nose in her work and her books is far safer than romance in the
here and now. Unlike Nora, former Navy SEAL and Medal of Honor recipient John Lawson is a modern-day man,
usually 100 percent focused on the present. But when he's diagnosed with an inherited condition, he's forced to dig
into the secrets of his past and his adoption as an infant, enlisting Nora to help him uncover the identity of his birth
mother. The more time they spend together, the more this pair of opposites suspects they just might be a perfect
match. However, John's already dating someone and Nora's not sure she's ready to trade her crushes on fictional
heroes for the risks of a real relationship. Finding the answers they're seeking will test the limits of their identity,
their faith, and their devotion to one another.
Best of My Love Susan Mallery 2016-04-26 A heartbroken baker and a charming but womanizing tour guide embark
on an experiment to prove their respective gender's quality and trustworthiness while regaining self-respect, only
to become the subject of gossip in their small hometown.
Threads of Suspicion (An Evie Blackwell Cold Case) Dee Henderson 2017-05-02 Dee Henderson Pens Another
Compelling Cold Case Mystery Evie Blackwell's reputation as a top investigator for the Illinois State Police has
landed her an appointment to the governor's new Missing Persons Task Force. This elite investigative team is
launched with plenty of public fanfare. The governor has made this initiative a high priority, so they will have to
produce results--and quickly. Evie and her new partner, David Marshal, are assigned to a pair of unrelated cases in
suburban Chicago, and while both involve persons now missing for several years, the cases couldn't be more
different. While Evie opens old wounds in a close-knit neighborhood to find a missing college student, David
searches for a private investigator working for a high-powered client. With a deep conviction that "justice for
all" truly matters, Evie and David are unrelenting in their search for the truth. But Evie must also find answers to
the questions that lie just beneath the surface in her personal life.

A Christmas Haven Cindy Woodsmall 2019-09-24 ECPA BESTSELLER • For fans of holiday romances and Amish
life comes a new Christmas tale of surprising expectations and discovering miracles. Old Order Amish Ivy Zook is
wrestling with her need to shed her community's ways so she can grow the business of her dreams: planning parties.
As long as she's stuck living without modernization, she can barely get her business on its feet. But if she leaves
too soon, she'd cause trouble for her sister, Holly, who is planning her wedding to Joshua Smucker. All of their
plans become twice as complicated when an old car crashes into the storefront of Greene's Pharmacy, carrying a
Swartzentruber (ultra-conservative sect) Amish man, Arlan, and his very ill sister. The Zooks take in Arlan and
Madga, tending to the woman's illness and Arlan begins helping around the family farm. Ivy and Arlan are on
different tracks, one wanting to leave her community and the other to return to his. But both young people are
trying to discover what God has in store for their futures and what miracles might lie around the corner this
Christmas season.
Heidi Johanna Spyri 1915 A Swiss orphan is heartbroken when she must leave her beloved grandfather and their
happy home in the mountains to go to school and to care for an invalid girl in the city.
Sweetbriar Cottage Denise Hunter 2017-06-13 They thought their love story was over. They thought their
divorce was final. They were wrong. Following his divorce, Noah gave up his dream job and settled at a remote
horse ranch in the Blue Ridge Mountains of northern Georgia, putting much-needed distance between himself and the
former love of his life. But then Noah gets a letter from the IRS claiming he and Josephine are still married. When he
confronts Josephine, they discover that she missed the final step in filing the paperwork and they are, in fact, still
married. Josephine is no happier about the news than Noah. Maybe the failed marriage—and botched divorce—was her
fault, but her heart was shattered right alongside his, more than he would ever believe. The sooner they put this
marriage behind them, the better for both of their sakes. But when Josephine delivers the final paperwork to his ranch,
the two become stranded in his cottage during the worst spring snowstorm in a decade. Being trapped with Josephine
is a test of Noah’s endurance. He wrestles with resentment and an unmistakable pull to his wife—still beautiful,
still brave, and still more intriguing than any woman he’s ever known. As they find themselves confronted with each
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other and their shared past, old wounds surface and tempers flare. But when they are forced out into the storm,
they must rely on each other in a way they never have before. Josephine finally opens up about her tragic past, and
Noah realizes she’s never been loved unconditionally by anyone—including him. Will Noah accept the challenge to
pursue Josephine’s heart? And can she finally find the courage to trust Noah? From the bestselling author of The
Convenient Groom and A December Bride (now beloved Hallmark Original movies) comes this charming romance full
of second chances and rekindled love. “Sweetbriar Cottage is a wonderful story, full of emotional tension and
evocative prose.” —Francine Rivers, New York Times bestselling author of Redeeming Love “Sweetbriar Cottage is
a story to fall in love with. True-to-life characters, high stakes, and powerful chemistry blend to tell an
emotional story of reconciliation.” —Brenda Novak, New York Times bestselling author Sweet and thoughtful
contemporary romance Stand-alone novel Book length: 86,000 words Includes discussion questions for book
clubs
The Things They Carried Tim O'Brien 2009-10-13 A classic work of American literature that has not stopped
changing minds and lives since it burst onto the literary scene, The Things They Carried is a ground-breaking
meditation on war, memory, imagination, and the redemptive power of storytelling. The Things They Carried depicts
the men of Alpha Company: Jimmy Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat Kiley, Mitchell Sanders, Norman Bowker, Kiowa, and the
character Tim O’Brien, who has survived his tour in Vietnam to become a father and writer at the age of fortythree. Taught everywhere—from high school classrooms to graduate seminars in creative writing—it has become
required reading for any American and continues to challenge readers in their perceptions of fact and fiction, war
and peace, courage and fear and longing. The Things They Carried won France's prestigious Prix du Meilleur Livre
Etranger and the Chicago Tribune Heartland Prize; it was also a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and the National
Book Critics Circle Award.
Go Find Susan Purvis 2019-06-02 Somewhere between hunting for gold in Latin America as a geologist and getting
married to a new husband, thirty-three-year-old Susan Purvis loses her way. Susan comes to believe that a puppy
and working on ski patrol at the last great ski town in Colorado will improve her life. When she learns about
avalanches that bury people without warning, she challenges herself: "What if I teach a dog to save lives?" This
quest propels her to train the best possible search dog, vowing to never leave anyone behind. With no clue how to
care for a houseplant, let alone a dog, she chooses a five-week-old Labrador retriever, Tasha. With the face of a
baby bear and the temperament of an NFL linebacker, Tasha constantly tests Susan's determination to transform
her into a rescue dog. Susan and Tasha jockey for alpha position as they pursue certification in avalanche, water,
and wilderness recovery. Susan eventually learns to truly communicate with Tasha by seeing the world through
her dog's nose. As the first female team in a male-dominated search-and-rescue community, they face resistance at
every turn. They won't get paid even a bag of kibble for their efforts, yet they launch dozens of missions to rescue
the missing or recover the remains of victims of nature and crime. Training with Tasha in the field to find, recover,
and rescue the lost became Susan's passion. But it was also her circumstance-she was in many ways as lost as
anyone she ever pulled out of an avalanche or found huddled in the woods. "Lostness" doesn't only apply to
losing the trail. People can get lost in a relationship, a business, or a life. Susan was convinced that only
happened to other people, until Tasha and a life in the mountains taught her otherwise.
Alone Megan E. Freeman 2022-05-03 Originally published in hardcover in 2021 by Aladdin.
Matter of Trust Susan May Warren 2017-07-04 When a US Senators brother goes missing, Gage Watson is
tasked to save him. Hes only got one problem: the bossy and beautiful young senator wants to come with him.

The Price of Valor (Global Search and Rescue Book #3) Susan May Warren 2020-10-06 Former Navy SEAL
Hamilton Jones thought that the love of his life was dead. But when a girl claiming to be his daughter shows up
with a dire message from his wife, Ham knows he will stop at nothing to find her and bring her home. Kidnapped by
rebels while serving as an interpreter in Ukraine, Signe Kincaid has spent the past decade secreting out valuable
information about Russian assets in the US to her CIA handler. Fearing for her daughter after being discovered as
an operative, Signe sends her to Ham for safekeeping. She's ready to give her life for her country, and she can hardly
expect Ham to rescue her after breaking his heart over and over. When Ham discovers the reason Signe has kept her
distance, he must choose between love for his wife and love for the nation he has vowed to protect. Will he save
the many? Or the few? USA Today bestselling author Susan May Warren takes you on a global search and rescue
mission where the stakes are higher than ever in this final installment of her popular series.
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